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OUR ROOTS
From Mamajay Juliet to Pamoja Music:
music and the community
Mamajay Juliet has always been musical, singing and performing in bands since she was
young. In 1987 she moved from Kenya to the UK, bringing her musical passion with her,
along with her commitment to community and togetherness. For decades, she has been
weaving these two passions together, using music as a tool to bring people in her local
community together through performances, charity events, and workshops.

“

”

Music is more than just entertainment… it’s people soul
searching, it’s people expressing themselves, it’s people
wanting to share their culture.

Mamajay Juliet

Despite her strong presence within the local and community music scene, Mamajay Juliet struggled to find opportunities in the mainstream. ‘World music’ is commonly relegated to niche venues or festivals, lacking representation in more widely known live performance spaces. This not
only limits opportunities for performers like Mamajay Juliet, but for audiences too – meaning that
the diversity of music that all of us hear and enjoy is narrowed. According to the UN World Migration Report 2020, migrants possessing exceptional artistic ability provide “diverse role models for
others in their communities”. Musicians can inspire, uplift, and move people - but they need to be
given the chance to do so.
In 2015, Mamajay Juliet met a guitarist who helped her to arrange and record her Kenyan music.
Seeing this as a huge step forward for Kenyan music in the UK, Mamajay Juliet had the idea to
set up a project to help people who, like her, struggled to find opportunities to express and share
the music from their cultural background. In 2019, Mamajay Juliet applied with this idea to the
MiFriendly Cities project, and was awarded funding to deliver her project. Pamoja Music UK was
born.

From my own experience as a migrant I found it difficult
to find opportunities on mainstream platforms to promote
my cultural music.

Mamajay Juliet

OUR PURPOSE
What is Pamoja Music?
Pamoja Music set out to record music from different cultures, to create opportunities for
musicians from diverse backgrounds, and to build community and connectedness through
music workshops. Ultimately, the project hoped that it would contribute to ‘world music’
becoming more widely known, thereby allowing people in the wider community to develop
and appreciate wider horizons.

“

”

For wider society, I was also concerned to do something
which harnesses the transformative power of music to
connect across cultures. This would mean people from
migrant backgrounds would connect, but would also help
let local people know that there are people from across the
world who have a talent and live in Coventry, and ultimately help those people feel welcome in our city.
Mamajay Juliet
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Pamoja means ‘togetherness’, or ‘together’ in Swahili.
Music is the one thing that does bring people together.
Mamajay Juliet

OUR WORK
What we did...
The project was made possible through a collaboration with One Nation Studios – who
offered highly discounted studio rates, and supported Pamoja Music’s work with time,
facilities, and skills.
Pre-COVID-19, Pamoja provided a range of opportunities for people to connect through music,
including:
- Supporting 250 people through music workshops
- Beginning recording tracks for six artists (these will be finalised after lockdown restrictions
are lifted)
- Training and mentoring one young man as a facilitator, sound engineer and musician who
can now help us realise the ‘mission’ of Pamoja Music (this continued during COVID – see
below)
- Helping a volunteer perform live on Threads Radio
- Creating opportunities for people to perform or their music to be played at six events, including online events
When COVID-19 put a halt on group activities and public performances, Pamoja Music decided
to focus on training the ‘next generation’ of the Pamoja Music team, most notably through nurturing the talents and professional music skills of a young musician named Jethro. The project
helped build Jethro’s abilities to record, produce, perform, and run group workshops.

Workshops + Social Clubs
•
•

We ran several therapeutic group workshops with CRMC (Coventry Refugee and
Migrant Centre) for 20 – 25 refugees at a time. People came and were able to sing
together and have their collective voices recorded.
CovUnity Social Club was started in January, and had more than 50 people join both
from CRMC and locals from Coventry. The idea was for people to meet new people
and play music together – sharing ideas and helping to tackle isolation through
songs from round the world and some light refreshments.

The impact of the workshops and social club on people was:
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• Increased confidence
• Improved well-being
• People felt more connected with others and developed their social networks
• People developed their ‘voice’ in music through recordings
• Singing and expressing helped people to integrate
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“

We did test sessions of recording within workshops. The
first time we recorded the group, we did three of them doing solos and then we got all of them to sing together.
They were really happy to hear themselves back. They
were so excited. That gave them the confidence to say ‘yes,
I want to do that again!’ Now they are proactively asking
me ‘when can I go back into the studio?’

Mamajay Juliet

OUR ACTIVITIES & IMPACT
Pamoja Music was awarded the Community Integration Award 2021
for ‘Connecting Communities’ category. The judges said:

“

Pamoja Music brings a fresh approach to connecting different
groups in the community. This unique model is shaped by the
direct experience of its founder, Mamajay Juliet, and her subsequent long-standing work in the local community.
The project creates opportunities for migrants to share their music in mainstream contexts, thereby fostering new connections
between migrant musicians, other new arrivals, settled groups
and the local people of Coventry.
While Covid-19 social distancing measures have prevented
in-person gatherings and performances, the project supported
participants to record and rehearse music, providing a creative
outlet to express their own experiences of the pandemic and to
develop skills and confidence to share music once people
are able to come together again.

”
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CASE STUDIES
Reem’s perspective
Reem Doukmak worked as a community participation officer at Coventry Refugee and
Migrant Centre (CRMC). She was trying to find ways to supplement social activities for
newly-arrived refugees, and began linking her clients up with Pamoja Music UK.
It turned out to be very popular: Reem remembers: “It was amazing how one started and then
others liked to join in – it is nice to have contributions from the whole family.” Reem felt that
the sessions benefitted people’s health, skills development and their social networks.
“First of all when you come to the UK, you just want to be part of a community. People loved
the music and sharing their memories of home through it. It is important for their wellbeing
and provides an anchor point. It also develops skills and confidence – especially for the women; they were really shy and their voices were really low. The other big benefit was the cultural
and social side. People who come from the same or neighbouring countries are keen to learn
about a new environment, new language and develop new friendships. Music is a great way to
do this.” (Reem, CRMC)
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Reem is clear that the approach and passion of Mamajay Juliet is key to the success of the
sessions: “Mamajay creates spaces where people can start to create connections through
music - these are key to opening minds.”

It’s about making them feel like we are all one big family.
Mamajay Juliet

CASE STUDIES
Supporting, recording and
events for individual musicians
We supported musicians to record tracks, and we
created performance opportunities for people –
including an Open Mic night at Ziferblat, an online Christmas
event for CRMC, and a radio spot on Threads Radio.
For musicians, this work lead to:
- Increased confidence
- New opportunities to perform
- Had their music professionally recorded

▲ Jethro in the studio

Sharon’s story
One woman, a professional, award-winning singer in South Africa,
connected with Mamajay Juliet. Initially, she was hoping to go to an
audition in London, but had no means to produce a studio-tape. The
project offered her the chance of recording one – this is how she first
got involved.
“Being in contact [with Mamajay] has definitely had a big effect on me – I’ve started writing
songs again. I might even have my project finished by the end of the year – and that’s all
because of her pushing me.
Perhaps the most amazing thing is that I have found my voice in my own culture. I am a Zulu
woman and had never thought to sing in my own language, but hearing Mamajay’s vision
about bringing different cultures together made me want to do that. So, I recorded a song in
Zulu in England. Now friends back home are sending songs in Zulu as well.
Because of this project and Mamajay, my mind has opened up. I feel so much better,
emotionally – before, I felt alone and without music in the UK. When you love music and you
feel you have to give it up it eats you alive – you can get lost. So Mamajay came at the right
time – I found my music, I found myself again.” (Sharon, Zulu singer)
Sharon’s song ‘Kwa Zulu’ has since been played at the Community Integration Awards
ceremony, and at the MiFriendly Cities ‘Share our Journey’ Event.

CASE STUDIES
Transforming life opportunities for Jethro
Much of the focus of the project ended up, for reasons of COVID and a clampdown on
public performances, being focused on developing the skills of one musician who in
turn can now help to develop Pamoja’s ‘offer’. Jethro is from Spain but his parents
were refugees from the DRC. He came to the UK and was trying to become a musician
and study. He has been helped by support from One Nation Studios provided through
the project.
“James (ONS) helped me a lot. I have basically learnt how to be a sound engineer and I was
in charge of making music, helping them sing on key and also did a bit of writing. Everything
was new for me, I was curious about all the new musicians and ways of singing I heard. I
loved it – loved hearing the new music, loved seeing their expressions.
Now I can mix songs to professional standard which is really important. He’s taught me this
craft and now I can work professionally, doing mixing. It’s basically changed my life – I can get
a little bit of income thorough mixing and I’m doing what I always wanted to do.
I think what Pamoja is doing helps a lot with integration. And when I say a lot, I mean a lot.
Mamajay treats you like family, welcomes you like you are her son, takes care of everybody,
wakes you up to other cultures. Many of the musicians cannot speak English but with music
it’s OK, we can understand each other.
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I’m still now working with James and I’m also trying to do my own studios as well. I will be
keeping in contact with Pamoja, it’s had a really huge and positive impact on my life for sure.”
(Jethro)

IMPACT: VENUES
Outcomes for venues:
new life, new connections, new ideas
Pamoja went out of its way to try and choose venues where the individual musicians
would be heard not only by those participating, but also by those who ‘just happened to
be there’.
These chance and random connections were and are very important to the principle of using
music as a vector through which cultures and people meet and people’s horizons are widened.
Several of these venues expressed joy at some of the positive effects of holding Pamoja sessions there, and felt that the experience had been very positive.
The Tin is a charitable organisation in the arts and music industry and they had never seen so
many refugees come to their place. They were amazed by it, and the new audience provided
much food for thought for them.
Foleshill Library has a reputation for championing the use of libraries as community, rather
than academic, spaces. Juliet had a strong connection with the librarian there who welcomed
doing an event with Pamoja. Far more people attended than was anticipated at this event:
“there were people reading their books, and then all of a sudden there is a mass of people
coming in. Everybody listened and joined in. Afterwards, they all said ‘It’s great’. It was amazing.”
“It was a very positive event. For us, having such an event in the library enables people from
the wider community to feel welcome to use their space. From my point of view therefore it is
win-win.
It was also a great learning experience. For instance, we’ve worked hard to get our stock and
resources more attuned to people’s needs by building a great ESOL selection. So we have lots
of dual language books and we would have shown that to them.

“

Music events have a great value and draw.
Music is such a great leveler.
And valuing each other is key in all that as well..
Michelle, Foleshill Librarian

IMPACT: VENUES
One Nation Studio
One Nation Studio is in a bustling community hub building. So when Pamoja had its first
refugee group coming in, it caused quite a stir– everyone there, including people from
the radio station and the building manager, were very curious and excited about what
was going on and wanted to watch.

“ ”

It was particularly great when women in Hijabs came in as
there is a perception of women in the Muslim world not
‘doing’ music. So that was amazing for people to see too.
One guy said to me: ‘I’ve never seen anything like it, I’m
really happy to see all these people here’.

Mamajay Juliet
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Millsy’s
Millsy’s is in Earlsdon, an affluent area of Coventry. Last October Mamajay secured a
slot for her Pamoja groups to perform there as part of Black History Month.
“I got a reggae duo, a solo artist, the Williams brothers MC-ing Black history month, and myself, Mamajay, doing tributes to Bob Marley. About 20 young men came - when they walked
into Millsy’s, everybody stopped. We all know that young men are sometimes stereotyped in
today’s society, so I gathered them all outside and I said “listen, today is about respect and
integration. Show them you are capable of being part of the community - I trust you.”
They did just that and were brilliant. The place was heaving and everybody thoroughly enjoyed it. I even got the elder of the two ministers attending, Mrs Higgins, to take to the stage.
The whole place was rocking and I thought ‘wow, I’ve nailed it’. After the event, they said
‘Mamajay, can we do another session?’ This is the first time this kind of thing has happened
in Millsy’s.

“

The genius of Pamoja is in its egalitarian and inclusive approach
as well as its brave, humane and skilful facilitation of events
which bring people of all backgrounds and cultures together.
Everybody can get involved whether they be a passerby, drum
banger, observer, occasional singer-in-the-bath, composer,
technician or professional musician. Mamajay’s energy creates
a space for people to meet and express and feel joy and
connection together, and her belief in the power of music and
the people she works and connects with is infectious.

”

Ceri Hutton, MigrationWork CIC Chair
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WHAT WE LEARNT
1.Encourage the Individual
• Give individuals confidence to share their unique style of music
• Preserve the atmosphere of “no pressure”
• Encourage individuals to embrace and showcase their culture
2. Strong Partnerships
• The strong links and support from One Nation Studios and the partnership with
CMRC have been essential
• We’ve benefitted from having a strong team of volunteers who are invested
in the project and partnerships
3. Finding the right performance spaces.
• They needed to be mainstream, to be fairly big, and to enable encounters between 		
people who wouldn’t normally meet, for the public to hear new music, and for people
to join in spontaneously
• It’s all about bringing music and musicians out into public spaces, and making people
feel like they belong together alongside one another
• Going to unexpected places helps to connect with different audiences and find new 		
opportunities
4. Approach
• Keep being inclusive
• Don’t be afraid of bringing together seemingly very different groups
• Be brave!

“

”

So be brave. It’s not right that music is put in boxes – it
should be helping all of us connect. Ask questions and try
your luck to get slots - any slots - to perform.

Mamajay Juliet

This project was selected to take part in the Social Innovation programme, run by MigrationWork CIC as part of the MiFriendly Cities project. MigrationWork provided specialist training
and consultancy support to help projects develop their innovative ideas. Projects also received seed funding. This programme was funded by the EU’s Urban Innovative Action fund.

Contact us
If you are interested in knowing more, or learning about anything else in this report,
please contact us at:
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pamojamusicuk
Twitter: @MamajayJuliet
Email: pamojamusic.uk@gmail.com
Tel: 07916 708395

Report by Tamsin Koumis and Ceri Hutton from MigrationWork CIC, together with Mamajay Juliet.

